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Outline

The Object of this study: 

get to know and to understand the impact of SB2009 on the 
Higgs recoil mass and cross-section measurement.

Beam Simulation

Estimation of the Integrated Luminosities

Fast Simulation of the ILD detector

Results

Discussions -- to understand the results

Summary
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Beam Simulation

Using GUINEA-PIG with SB2009 Beam parameters given by Brian 
Foster’s talk on SB2009 Meeting at DESY 2009
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Estimate the Integrated Luminosity for various sets of beam parameters 
according to Peak Luminosities: taken RDR 500 as reference

Resulting numbers:

Estimation of the Integrated Luminosity

3 Event Generation

I use PYTHIA for the event generation. The event generation takes the beams simulated
by GUINEA-PIG as inputs through the interface CALYPSO. A validation of the codes of
the event generation is given in Appendix B.

I take the ZH → µ
+
µ
−
X channel under study, with two major background reactions

the WW (W+
W

− → µ
+νµµ−ν̄µ) and the ZZ (ZZ → µ

+
µ
−
ff̄). Their cross-sections at√

s =350 GeV with beam polarization (e− : −80%, e
+ : +30%) are listed in Table 1.

Appendix C gives a discussion of these numbers.

Reaction Cross-Section
ZH → µµX 7.1 fb

WW 346 fb
ZZ 165 fb

Table 1: Reactions and cross sections at
√
s =350 GeV with beam polarization (e− :

−80%, e
+ : +30%). The signal is indicated by bold face letters.

If I take the RDR 500 peak luminosity (Lpeak,RDR500 = 2.0 × 1034cm−2s−1) and inte-
grated luminosity (Lint,RDR500 =500 fb−1) as reference, the estimated integrated luminosity
of a given set of beam parameters should be [12]:

Lint =
Lpeak

Lpeak,RDR500
· Lint,RDR500 (1)

Following this rule, these integrated luminosities for various beam parameters are listed
in Table 2.

RDR SB2009 w/o TF SB2009 w/ TF√
s (GeV) 250 350 500 250.a 250.b 350 500 250.a 250.b 350 500

Peak L (1034cm−2s−1) 0.75 1.2 2.0 0.2 0.22 0.7 1.5 0.25 0.27 1.0 2.0
Integrated L (fb−1) 188 300 500 50 55 175 375 63 68 250 500

Table 2: Estimated Integrated luminosities for various beam parameters [11].

4 Fast Simulation

I developed a dedicated fast simulation algorithm for the ILD detector concept. The fast
simulation firstly parameterizes the momentum resolution obtained from the full simulation
of the ILD detector [6] as a function of momentum and cos θ. It thus smears the MC true
momentum of a given lepton candidate according to the parameterized momentum resolu-
tion. This algorithm is detailed in reference [5], including a validation of it by comparing
the fast simulation results with those of the full detector simulation.

The higgs recoil mass distribution of the signal after the fast simulation is shown in
Figure 3, comparing with the one before fast simulation.

Figure 4 compares the recoil mass distributions of the fast simulated signal with beam
parameters SB2009 w/o TF 250b and 350, with their integrated luminosity taken into
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Fast Simulation

A dedicated Fast Simulation Algorithm is developed for the ILD concept

Parameterize the Momentum Resolution as a function of P and cosθ

The MC true momentum of a given muon is smeared according to this 
parameterization.

5

2 Parameterization of the Momentum Resolution

The first step is to have the momentum resolution of the ILD detector. We parameterize
the momentum resolution of ILD detector as a function of the momentum (P ) and cos θ of
leptons. The momentum resolution function is given by Equation 1.

∆P

P 2
=






a1 ⊕ b1/P : | cos θ| < 0.78

(a2 ⊕ b2/P )
�

sin (1− | cos θ|) : | cos θ| > 0.78
(1)
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Figure 1: The black scatter plot shows the distribution of momentum resolution of the ILD
detector as a function of lepton P and cos θ obtained from full simulation of the detector.
The red surface shows the fit of Equation 1 to the distribution. The parameters obtained
from the fit is shown in Table 1.

a1 2.08× 10−5 (1/GeV)
b1 8.86× 10−4

a2 3.16× 10−6 (1/GeV)
b2 2.45× 10−4

Table 1: Parameters in Equation 1 obtained by fitting it to the distribution of momentum
resolution of the ILD detector shown in Figure 1.

Equation 1 is thus fitted to the distribution of momentum resolution got from the full
simulation of the ILD detector, as shown in Figure 1. In this figure, the black scatter
plot shows the momentum resolution as a function of P and cos θ from ILD detector full
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MH (bottom) distributions from fast simulation and full simulation of the ILD detector at√
s =250 GeV.
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Results

What we can learn from the table?
RDR vs. SB2009:

Luminosity of SB2009 is smaller than RDR: worse results
w/ TF vs. w/o TF:

w/ TF has larger luminosity: better results
Ecm 250 vs. 350 GeV: 

ZH cross-section is bigger at 250GeV
S/B is higher at 350GeV
δMH is worse at 350GeV, while δσ/σ is better at 350GeV

Cut-Chain

(1) | cos θµ| < 0.99

(2) PTdl > 20 GeV

(3) Mdl ∈ (80, 100) GeV

(4) acop ∈ (0.2, 3.0)

(8) Mrecoil ∈ (115, 150) GeV

(9) Likelihood Further Rejection

(using variables PTdl, cos θdl, Mdl and acol)

Table 3: The cut-chain for background suppression.

After the background suppression, the remaining numbers of events of signal and back-

ground reactions are given in Table 4.

Reactions ZH → µµX ZZ WW

Ninitial 1248 29k 61k

Nselected 633 658 30

Table 4: Numbers of events before and after background suppression, for signal and back-

grounds.

Beam Par Lint (fb
−1

) � S/B MH (GeV) σ (fb) (δσ/σ)
RDR 250 188 55% 62% 120.001± 0.043 11.63± 0.45 (3.9%)

RDR 350 300 51% 92% 120.010± 0.084 7.13± 0.28 (4.0%)

SB2009 w/o TF 250b 55 55% 62% 120.001± 0.079 11.63± 0.83 (7.2%)

SB2009 w/o TF 350 175 51% 92% 120.010± 0.110 7.13± 0.37 (5.2%)

SB2009 TF 250b 68 55% 62% 120.001± 0.071 11.63± 0.75 (6.4%)

SB2009 TF 350 250 51% 92% 120.010± 0.092 7.13± 0.31 (4.3%)

Table 5: Results of different beam parameters, assuming a beam polarization of (e
−

:

−80%, e
+
: +30%). The results of RDR 250 and SB2009 w/o TF 250b are scaled from my

previous analysis based on full simulation according to the integrated luminosity. That of

RDR 350 is estimated by scaling the result of SB2009 w/o TF 350 obtained here according

to the integrated luminosity.

Figure 6 shows the fit to the recoil mass spectrum of remaining signal and background.

An equivalent plot with beam parameters RDR 250 can be found in reference [3, 4].

From Figure 6, the derived results of the Higgs mass measurement is MH = 120.010±
0.110 GeV, and of the cross-section is σ = 7.13± 0.37 fb (δσ/σ = 5.2%). A comparison of

the results with other beam parameters are shown in Table 5, together with the efficiency

(�) and signal over background (S/B). In this table, the results of RDR 250 SB2009 w/o

TF 250b are scaled from my previous analysis [3, 4] based on full simulation according to

the integrated luminosity. And the results of RDR 350 is estimated by scaling the result of

SB2009 w/o TF 350 according to the integrated luminosity.

The higher S/B at
√
s =350 GeV is due to better background suppression. For example

the variable cos θdl, its distribution of ZH signal is much center for
√
s =350 GeV than

6

Only muon-channel, Beam Pol. (e-: -80%, e+: +30%),
   - Results at Ecm=250GeV: Scaled from LOI full simulation study
   - Results at Ecm=350GeV: Fast simulation, major background ZZ and WW, same
                                               analysis strategy as LOI study.

Best: RDR250
2nd Best in SB2009:
  - MH: 
     SB2009 TF 250
  - σ
     SB2009 TF 350
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Figure D.9: Fit to the signal plus background using Physics Motivated Function of
µµX (top) and eeX (bottom) channels with polarization mode e−L e+

R, in MI analysis.

134

Discussions: to understand the results

7

Dissection Chart

Background: 
the smaller the better

Signal Peak Width: 
(the smaller the better)
   - beam energy spread
   - momentum resolution

Signal Tail: 
(the smaller the better)
  - beamstrahlung
  - (ISR, FSR, 
bremsstrahlung)

Signal Statistics: 
(the larger the better)
 - cross-section
 - luminosity
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Results
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From Figure 6, the derived results of the Higgs mass measurement is MH = 120.010±
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s =350 GeV is due to better background suppression. For example

the variable cos θdl, its distribution of ZH signal is much center for
√
s =350 GeV than

6

Only muon-channel, Beam Pol. (e-: -80%, e+: +30%),
   - Results at Ecm=250GeV: Scaled from LOI full simulation study
   - Results at Ecm=350GeV: Fast simulation, major background ZZ and WW, same
                                               analysis strategy as LOI study.

Best: RDR250
2nd Best in SB2009:
  - MH: 
     SB2009 TF 250
  - σ
     SB2009 TF 350
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Comparison of Higgs Recoil Mass distributions with different beam parameters:
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Discussions: to understand the results

Major difference between 
RDR and SB2009:
                  Luminosity!

Best: RDR250
2nd Best in SB2009:
  - MH: 
     SB2009 TF 250
  - σ
     SB2009 TF 350
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Comparison of Higgs Recoil Mass distributions with different beam parameters:
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Discussions: to understand the results

Saving the Construction Budget by 15% 

 <=>
Triple the running 

budget!!! 

if we want to get the same result on MH measurement using SB2009:
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Discussions: to understand the results

Question: Why TF 250 gives better MH result than TF 350? TF 350 has higher peak.
   - Answer: although TF 350 higher peak, it also has much larger width! 
Question: Why it has larger width?
   - Answer: its momentum resolution is bad. next slide.

Best: RDR250
2nd Best:
  - MH: 
     SB2009 TF 250
  - σ
     SB2009 TF 350
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Discussions: to understand the results
Comparison Before and After Detector Simulation: ZH at 250 GeV

of the incoming beams. It is imposed by accelerator components such as the initial

linac, the damping rings or, in case of electron beams, by an undulator in the electron

beam line. The relative beam energy spread for
√

s = 250 GeV are 0.28% for electron

beams and 0.18% for positron beams, as given in Table 3.2. The uncertainty of detector

response, in this measurement, is mainly the tracking momentum resolution, as given

by Equation 3.1 for ILD.
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Figure 6.27: The Higgs recoil mass distribution in the µµX- channel (top) and eeX-

channel (bottom), comparison of that in generator level and after detector simulation.

Figure 6.27 compares the Higgs recoil mass distribution in the generator level and af-

ter full detector simulation and reconstruction for µµX-channel (top) and eeX-channel

96

From my thesis and LOI

Major contribution to the width of peak: 
Beam Energy Spread
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Figure 3: Comparison of the recoil mass distribution of the signal before and after fast
simulation with beam parameters SB2009 350 w/o TF.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the recoil mass distributions of the signal after fast simulation
with beam parameters SB2009 w/o TF 250b and 350, with integrated luminosity taken
into account. The beam polarization is (e− : −80%, e+ : +30%).

4

13

For a given luminosity, Comparison Before and After Detector Simulation.

Because:
     - beam energy spread : 
           same at 250 and 
             350 GeV
     - lepton momentum is 
       higher at  350GeV,
       and ΔP~P2

Ecm=350GeV

Discussions: to understand the results

Major contribution to the 
width of peak: 
  Momentum Resolution
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Discussions: to understand the results

Best: RDR250
2nd Best:
  - MH: 
     SB2009 TF 250
  - σ
     SB2009 TF 350

Now, we can also understand why δMH is worse at 350GeV, while 
δσ/σ is better at 350GeV ?
Because: the δσ/σ is more sensitive to statistics than the width of 
the mass peak!
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Q: Why S/B is larger at 350GeV?
A: better background suppression.

Discussions: to understand the results

Q: Why 250GeV has larger cross-section?

At future International Linear Collider (ILC), the main production mechanisms of

Higgs are the Higgs-strahlung process and the WW fusion mechanism. This dissertation

focuses on the Higgs-strahlung process

e
+
e
− → ZH → ff̄H , (2.25)

which is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Based on the Higgs-strahlung process, one can precisely measure the Higgs mass

and the coupling gHZZ at the HZZ vertex either by direct measurement of the Higgs

decay or the recoil of the Z decay.

2.5.1 Production Cross-Section

The integrated cross section of the Higgs-strahlung is given by

σ(e
+
e
− → ZH) =

G
2
µM

4
Z

96πs
(v̂

2
e + â

2
e)λ

1/2 λ + 12M
2
Z
/s

(1−M
2
Z
/s)2

, (2.26)

where, Gµ = 1.16637(1)× 10
−5

GeV
−2

is the fermi coupling constant, âe = −1 and

v̂e = −1 + 4s
2
W

with s
2
W

= 0.23149(13) being the electroweak mixing angle, and λ is

the two-particle phase-space function given by

λ = (1−M
2
H/s−M

2
Z/s)

2 − 4M
2
HM

2
Z/s

2
. (2.27)
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Figure 2.5: Cross-setion (σ) of Higgs-strahlung process, as a function of center of mass

energy (
√

s) (left) and as a function of Higgs mass (MH) (right).

11
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Summary

Worse results from SB2009 due to smaller luminosity

RDR250:             δMH=43MeV      δσ/σ=3.9%

SB2009 TF 250: δMH=71MeV     

SB2009 TF 350:                           δσ/σ=4.3%

saving 15% construction cost <=> triple running cost : for a same δMH

TF gives better results than w/o TF

at Ecm=350GeV, background suppression can be more efficient

at Ecm=350GeV, given the luminosity, detector effect is dominant

16
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backups

17
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Higgs Spin Parity: Angular Analysis

18

For the CP-odd Higgs boson A with J
PC

= 0
+−

, the differential cross-

section for the process e
+
e
− → ZA with Z → ff̄ may be written as

dσ(e
+
e
− → ZA)

dcθdcθ∗dφ∗
∼ 1 + c

2
θc

2
θ∗ −

1

2
s
2
θs

2
θ∗ −

1

2
s
2
θs

2
θ∗c2φ∗ + 2AeAfcθcθ∗ .(5)

Similarly, one can derive the corresponding distribution of cθ, cθ∗ and φ∗

for the process e
+
e
− → ZA to be

dσ(e
+
e
− → ZA)

dcθ
∼ 1 + cos

2 θ , (6)

dσ(e
+
e
− → ZA)

dcθ∗
∼ 1 + cos

2 θ∗ , (7)

dσ(e
+
e
− → ZA)

dφ∗
∼ 1− 1

4
cos 2φ∗ . (8)
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Figure 1: cos θ distribution of e
+
e
− → ZH from MC generator, assum-

ing 250 fb
−1

without polarization, together with theoretical predictions of

processes e
+
e
− → ZH and ZA given by Equation 2 and 6.
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Figure 2: cos θ∗ distribution of e
+
e
− → ZH from MC generator, assum-

ing 250 fb−1 without polarization, together with theoretical predictions of
processes e

+
e
− → ZH and ZA given by Equation 3 and 7.
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Figure 3: φ∗ distribution of e
+
e
− → ZH from MC generator, assuming

250 fb−1 without polarization, together with theoretical predictions of pro-
cesses e

+
e
− → ZH and ZA given by Equation 4 and 8.
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cosθ

We can determine the Higgs Spin Parity from angular analysis:

φ* Definition:
 θ : ZH production angle
 φ*: Z decay azimuthal 
angle in the Z rest frame

H: JPC=0++

A: JPC=0+-

But, in the background suppression we employed many angular cuts!
     e.g.
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Figure 6.6: acol distributions of µµX (left) and eeX (right), and of their corresponding

backgrounds.

acol = 1.4. However, in most of the cases, they do not react through the Z intermediate1371

state, where, a maximum at acol = π is expected. This is extremely true for the ee1372

process, since it is dominantly the Bhabha scattering, as shown in Figure 6.6(bottom).1373

The process ττ can be understood similarly as µµ or ee process, in the case that1374

the pair of muons or electrons come from different taus. However, in case of a pair1375

of electrons in the decay products, and they come from a single tau, a maximum at1376

acol = 0 is expected, since they are following the same direction, as can be observed in1377

Figure 6.6(bottom).1378

For processes eeff and µµff , two Jacobian peaks can appear, which corresponding1379

to two possible intermediate states, ZZ and Zγ∗
, and for both of them the pair of leptons1380

should decay from the Z. In case of the ZZ intermediate state, by substituting MH with1381

MZ in Equation 2.30, a Jacobian peak at acol = 1.6 can be calculated. In case of the1382

Zγ∗
intermediate state, a same Jacobian peak at acol = 1.4 as the ee or µµ process can1383

68

small.1334

The cosine of the polar angle θ of the lepton pair system.1335

The cosine of the polar angle of the lepton pair system is noted as cosθdl. The distri-1336

butions of cosθdl for signal and background are shown in Figure 6.5.1337

The cosθdl of the Higgs-strahlung process is the cosθ of Z. The angular distribution1338

of the Higgs-strahlung is given by Equation 2.28. From the equation, it is clear that1339

the distribution of cosθdl of Higgs-strahlung is actually a parabola opened downwards,1340

maximized in the central region, while that of the background is not.1341

The cosθdl is a variable strongly correlated with the PTdl, which can be expressed1342

as a function of PTdl:1343
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Figure 6.5: cosθdl distributions of µµX (left) and eeX (right), and of their correspond-

ing backgrounds.
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Figure 6.4: PTdl distributions of µµX (left) and eeX (right), and of their corresponding
backgrounds.

2. An electron pair created from the ττ decay: Two major reactions can make it1321

happen. One is the same as a muon pair creation, both the τ+τ− decay to an1322

electron/positron with two neutrinos. The other is that one of the τ+τ− decays1323

to π−π0ντ or π+π0ν̄τ , with π0 → e+e−. In this case, the e+e− system will follow1324

the direction of the τ they decayed from, thus, the PTdl is small.1325

The eeνν and µµνν processes, are mostly through the WW intermediate state,1326

where the pair of electrons or muons are coming from different W. Given a W mass of1327

80 GeV, the decay products will not follow the direction of W. As a result, the angular1328

distribution of the pair of leptons decayed from the WW is isotropic, thus the PTdl1329

distribution is also isotropic.1330

The eeff and µµff processes include reactions through intermediate states of ZZ,1331

γ∗γ∗, Zγ∗ or γ∗Z. However, for all the possible cases, their angular distributions are1332

maximized at ±1. Thus, the PTdl of the lepton pair decayed from either Z or γ∗ are1333
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Acol cosθdl PTdl

, etc...., ,

This means we have to re-design our background suppression in order 
to perform this analysis:  working in progress...

L=250fb-1 L=250fb-1
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Discussions: to understand the results

The Object of this study:
get to know and to understand the impact of SB2009 on the 
Higgs recoil mass and cross-section measurement.

What issues may impact this measurement, in general?
(1) Physics:

(a) cross-section of ZH signal
(b) background

(2) Accelerator Effects:
(a) Integrated Luminosity
(b) Beam Energy Spread
(c) Beamstrahlung

(3) Detector Effects: momentum resolution of tracking
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Event Generation

Event generation using PYTHIA: 

Beam Pol. (e-: -80%, e+: +30%) at Ecm=350GeV

Estimate the Integrated Luminosity for various sets of beam parameters 
according to Peak Luminosities: taken RDR 500 as reference

Resulting numbers:

20

3 Event Generation

I use PYTHIA for the event generation. The event generation takes the beams simulated
by GUINEA-PIG as inputs through the interface CALYPSO. A validation of the codes of
the event generation is given in Appendix B.

I take the ZH → µ
+
µ
−
X channel under study, with two major background reactions

the WW (W+
W

− → µ
+νµµ−ν̄µ) and the ZZ (ZZ → µ

+
µ
−
ff̄). Their cross-sections at√

s =350 GeV with beam polarization (e− : −80%, e
+ : +30%) are listed in Table 1.

Appendix C gives a discussion of these numbers.

Reaction Cross-Section
ZH → µµX 7.1 fb

WW 346 fb
ZZ 165 fb

Table 1: Reactions and cross sections at
√
s =350 GeV with beam polarization (e− :

−80%, e
+ : +30%). The signal is indicated by bold face letters.

If I take the RDR 500 peak luminosity (Lpeak,RDR500 = 2.0 × 1034cm−2s−1) and inte-
grated luminosity (Lint,RDR500 =500 fb−1) as reference, the estimated integrated luminosity
of a given set of beam parameters should be [12]:

Lint =
Lpeak

Lpeak,RDR500
· Lint,RDR500 (1)

Following this rule, these integrated luminosities for various beam parameters are listed
in Table 2.

RDR SB2009 w/o TF SB2009 w/ TF√
s (GeV) 250 350 500 250.a 250.b 350 500 250.a 250.b 350 500

Peak L (1034cm−2s−1) 0.75 1.2 2.0 0.2 0.22 0.7 1.5 0.25 0.27 1.0 2.0
Integrated L (fb−1) 188 300 500 50 55 175 375 63 68 250 500

Table 2: Estimated Integrated luminosities for various beam parameters [11].

4 Fast Simulation

I developed a dedicated fast simulation algorithm for the ILD detector concept. The fast
simulation firstly parameterizes the momentum resolution obtained from the full simulation
of the ILD detector [6] as a function of momentum and cos θ. It thus smears the MC true
momentum of a given lepton candidate according to the parameterized momentum resolu-
tion. This algorithm is detailed in reference [5], including a validation of it by comparing
the fast simulation results with those of the full detector simulation.

The higgs recoil mass distribution of the signal after the fast simulation is shown in
Figure 3, comparing with the one before fast simulation.

Figure 4 compares the recoil mass distributions of the fast simulated signal with beam
parameters SB2009 w/o TF 250b and 350, with their integrated luminosity taken into
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Analysis

Same analysis procedure as for the LOI:

Numbers of signal and bkgs: Ecm=350GeV

21

Cut-Chain

(1) | cos θµ| < 0.99

(2) PTdl > 20 GeV

(3) Mdl ∈ (80, 100) GeV

(4) acop ∈ (0.2, 3.0)

(8) Mrecoil ∈ (115, 150) GeV

(9) Likelihood Further Rejection

(using variables PTdl, cos θdl, Mdl and acol)

Table 3: The cut-chain for background suppression.

After the background suppression, the remaining numbers of events of signal and back-

ground reactions are given in Table 4.

Reactions ZH → µµX ZZ WW

Ninitial 1248 29k 61k

Nselected 633 658 30

Table 4: Numbers of events before and after background suppression, for signal and back-

grounds.

Beam Par Lint (fb
−1

) � S/B MH (GeV) σ (fb) (δσ/σ)
RDR 250 188 55% 62% 120.001± 0.043 11.63± 0.45 (3.9%)

RDR 350 300 51% 92% 120.010± 0.084 7.13± 0.28 (4.0%)

SB2009 w/o TF 250b 55 55% 62% 120.001± 0.079 11.63± 0.83 (7.2%)

SB2009 w/o TF 350 175 51% 92% 120.010± 0.110 7.13± 0.37 (5.2%)

Table 5: Results of different beam parameters, assuming a beam polarization of (e
−

:

−80%, e
+
: +30%). The results of RDR 250 and SB2009 w/o TF 250b are scaled from my

previous analysis based on full simulation according to the integrated luminosity. That of

RDR 350 is estimated by scaling the result of SB2009 w/o TF 350 obtained here according

to the integrated luminosity.

Figure 6 shows the fit to the recoil mass spectrum of remaining signal and background.

An equivalent plot with beam parameters RDR 250 can be found in reference [3, 4].

From Figure 6, the derived results of the Higgs mass measurement is MH = 120.010±
0.110 GeV, and of the cross-section is σ = 7.13± 0.37 fb (δσ/σ = 5.2%). A comparison of

the results with other beam parameters are shown in Table 5, together with the efficiency

(�) and signal over background (S/B). In this table, the results of RDR 250 SB2009 w/o

TF 250b are scaled from my previous analysis [3, 4] based on full simulation according to

the integrated luminosity. And the results of RDR 350 is estimated by scaling the result of

SB2009 w/o TF 350 according to the integrated luminosity.

The higher S/B at
√
s =350 GeV is due to better background suppression. For example

the variable cos θdl, its distribution of ZH signal is much center for
√
s =350 GeV than

250 GeV [3], while that of the ZZ background is much forward.
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Analysis
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Figure 6: Fit to recoil mass spectrum of signal plus background based on the fast simulation,

at
√
s =350 GeV, with beam polarization (e− : −80%, e+ : +30%) beam parameters

SB2009 w/o TF, and assuming an integrated luminosity of 175 fb
−1

.

When comparing RDR 250 and 350, the errors on the cross-section are similar, while

the error on the MH at 350 GeV is worse by a factor of 2 than that at 250 GeV.

When comparing SB2009 w/o TF 250 and 350, the higher luminosity at 350 GeV gives

better result on cross-section, but not on the MH , which is worse by 1.4 times due to the

wider mass peak.

For a given
√
s, the results of SB2009 w/o TF are worse due to the decrease of luminosity.

Also, the comparison above shows the results on Higgs mass is about 3 times worse

if we change to use beam parameters SB2009 350 w/o TF, and on the cross-section more

than 1.5 times worse.

A Validation of the Beam Simulation

In order to validate my simulation codes, I firstly simulated the beam with beam parameters

RDR 250 [1, 11] at
√
s =250 GeV, and compared my simulation with that simulated

centrally by SLAC for the Letter of Intent production [7].

Figure 7 and 8 show the comparisons of my simulated luminosity spectra and those of

SLAC central production with beam parameters RDR 250. They confirm with each other.

7
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BKG suppression
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BKG Suppression
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Higgs Recoil Mass 250 vs 350
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